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New Website and Email Format
Our new website is up and running! If you haven’t
visited for a while you should check it out. We
added a bunch more information and some pretty
good pictures and videos.

2012 Crop Forecast
As you may have heard a lot of Minnesota orchards
suffered some major frost damage this year. We
got hit pretty hard too. The exceptionally warm and
early spring brought the fruit trees into bloom
several weeks ahead of average. Then some cold
spells in late April pushed the temperatures below
the freezing point and damaged fruit and flowers
around the state.
Apricots
Our young apricot orchard was looking good in
March with a heavy bloom. The mild winter was easy
on the trees; they came out of dormancy without
any winter injury. The trees were vigorous and fruit
bud survival was excellent. We had strong bloom and
good pollination weather giving us our biggest
apricot crop ever. That all changed one cold night.
The apricots were about pea sized when the
temperature dropped into the low twenties over a
couple nights one week in April. We tried to save
that beautiful apricot crop with bon fires and
spraying water with the orchard sprayer, but our
efforts could not overcome the low of 22 degrees.
Every apricot in our production block turned black
the next morning. We have 100% crop loss in the
main apricot orchard. We do have a few apricots
that survived in our row of apricot trees that we
grew from seed. Some of these trees are wilder and
a little hardier than the commercial apricots in the
main orchard. We should have a small crop of these
unnamed apricots that we can use for juice and
processing but I don’t think we will have any
apricots for the fresh market.

Plums and Cherries
The plums and cherries bloom a little later than the
apricots so they were not as developed when the
hard frost hit. Some of the plums were in full bloom
and all those flowers were lost, but the flower buds
that had not yet opened were a little hardier so a
few of them survived. We lost at least 75% of the
plum and cherry crop but we may have a few for
fresh market sales.
Apples
The apples had a very long bloom season this year.
The early warm weather pushed some flowers to
open in early April but then the weather cooled off
and slowed down the growth of the trees and
flowers. There was an extreme amount of variability
in flower development on the apple trees when the
cold spell hit. With apple trees, the flower buds are
hardy down into the low twenties, but as they get
closer to bloom they get less and less hardy. If a
tree is in full bloom when the temperatures drop
into the low twenties you can expect over 90% of
the flowers or small fruitlets to be killed. We had a
long spread out bloom, so when the temps dropped
we had everything from closed flower buds to petal
fall stage throughout the orchards. The stage of
development depended on variety and location. The
result was some apple blocks with 90% loss and
some with almost no damage.
It was a real challenge to get a good estimate of
our apple crop. Right now my best guess gives is, we
will have about half the apple crop that we had last
year. We have some varieties that were a complete
loss while others have a full crop. Cortland, Gala,
Sweet 16, Fuji, Redfree, Akane, Juliet, and Liberty
have full crops. Haralson, Regent, Honeycrisp,
Fireside, and Jonafree are moderate to light.
Zestar, McIntosh, Honeygold, Golden russet, are
very light. Estivale, Pristine, Prima, and SweeTango
are almost a complete loss. Everything else looks
very light.
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Berries
The strawberry crop looks real nice but our new
planting looks pretty bad. Unlike fruit trees,
strawberry plantings don’t have a long life so we
have to replant every three to five years. Last year
we tilled under the oldest plantings and put in a few
thousand plants on nice ridge top just outside the
big deer fence protecting the orchards. The
planting grew well last summer but in the fall the
deer started grazing the berry plants. By November
when it was time to cover the berry plants with
straw the deer had chewed the plants down to a
couple inches in height. The strawberry plants
should have been a foot tall by then. Other than
being short the plants looked good. We covered
them with straw for the winter and figured the
planting would be a little weaker than most but
should produce a good crop in 2012.
The planting didn’t look good when we took off the
straw last month. I think the combination of weak
crowns and the lack of snow cover hurt or killed
many of the berry plants. Over half of the plants
were dead and the others leafed out but are very
small and stunted. In organic production we depend
on the vigor of the plant to out compete the weeds.
This planting will struggle to compete with weeds
and will require an extraordinary amount of hand
weeding. Unfortunately we decided to till under the
new planting and start another bed next spring. This
means our strawberry production will be low this
year and next year. Don’t worry strawberry lovers;
we are planning a big new planting next year so we
should have a big crop again by 2014.
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Raspberries
The raspberry canes made it through the mild
winter healthy and happy. The reds look as good as
they ever have and the new planting of specialty
raspberries looks like it will produce its first
commercial crop this year. This new planting has
purple, yellow, black, and a few new fall bearing
reds. We are excited to have large volumes of these
unique raspberries this year. The raspberries are
starting to bloom now and are looking good. If
Mother Nature cooperates we should have lots of
colors of berries for the coops this year.
Blackberries
Commercial black berries are a southern crop. Most
of the commercial varieties will not survive our
winters here in Minnesota. A couple years ago we
started planting some of the new fall bearing black
berries. These plants produce a late crop of berries
on the current year’s canes. Most blackberries only
produce fruit on a second year cane so you lose your
crop if the canes don’t survive the winter. These
new fall bearing (primocane fruiting) blackberries
can freeze to the ground in our cold winters, grow
new canes in the spring, flower in the summer, and
produce fruit in the fall.
We had an exceptionally mild winter this year
allowing the tender canes to survive. Right now
these blackberry canes are flowering. If all goes
well we will have a rare summer crop of Minnesota
blackberries, followed by a fall crop on the
primocanes. We should have our first crop of
Minnesota grown blackberries this year!
Grapes
The grape vines look good and the flower buds are
starting to develop now. Grapes are the last fruit to
flower on our farm so the frost did not bother
them. Some of the new vines had tender little
leaves when the cold spell hit and those leaves died
back. The vines have enough energy in them to leave
out again so they should be fine.

On the positive side, our strawberries in Tunnel #2
look great. We picked a few quarts on mother’s day
and will have some early berries for the LaCrosse
Farmers Market on Friday. By next week we should
be delivering fresh berries to the Twin Cities Coops.

We should have a good crop of wine and juice grapes
for pressing and blending with cider this fall. There
may even be a small crop of seeded table grapes
this year. We have quite a few vines of the bluebell
cultivar. This variety has a wonderful seeded table
grape that is great for fresh eating and makes good
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juice and jelly. We have been replacing some of the
rows of wine grapes with table grapes over the past
couple years. We may have some new table grapes if
the young vines produce their first crop this year.
Critters
We have been increasing the numbers of animals on
the farm over the past few years. Our plan is to
continue to increase the numbers and diversity of
animals we raise. Our goal is to have several species
of animals that can graze, root, scratch, and feed in
the orchards and gardens. We are continually trying
to improve our farming system and step by step
increase its potential sustainability. We try to
mimic nature when we can, work with the ecosystem
we have, and use the latest in science and
technologies to enhance our crops. Of course we
stay within the organic system. Nowhere in nature
do plants thrive in the absence of animal life.
Animals and plants have evolved together and need
each other to create a balanced ecosystem. We feel
animals have to be reintroduced in the fruit
production system to create a truly sustainable
system.
This year we are raising, roaster chickens, hogs,
geese, turkeys, and ducks. All these animals are
rotated through the orchards and gardens. We also
have fenced some pastures around the perimeter of
the farm giving us holding areas where the animals
can be when they should not be in the fruit
production areas. For more details on our animal
production system, check out the meat section on
our newly revised website www.hochorchard.com .
Some of our meat will be sold to the local food
coops, but we also plan to try something new this
year. We are planning to have four special events on
the farm so our customers can come for a visit and
buy directly from us.
We will have a limited supply of certified organic
chicken available four times through the summer.
We also are planning to butcher a few hogs in June.
These piggies came from a non organic farm and we
raised them here on a full organic diet. The National
Organic Standards require organic meat come from
animals that were on an organic diet their entire
life. Because of this rule this year’s pork will not be
certified organic. If you are looking for certified
organic pork we should have some for you next year.

News from the Orchard
Four of our sows had litters this spring. We have
twenty two of the cutest happy piglets running
around the orchards right now. These pigs will be
raised outdoors in our orchards and on our pastures.
Next spring we should have our first certified
organic pork.

We will have a very limited amount of orchard pork
available this summer. In the fall we will butcher
the turkeys, ducks and geese. We have less than
forty water fowl and they are very expensive to
process. If you are interested in getting some
turkey, duck, or goose you will have to order it
before we process this fall.
If you are interested in purchasing our meats send
us an email, call, or write us so we can put you on a
contact list. We will be sending out order forms for
meat. We are not yet set up for shipping so you will
have to come to the farm to pick up your order on
one of the designated dates. This will give you the
opportunity to visit us and see where and how your
food is raised.

Upcoming Events
We have four events planned this summer. We will
have in-season fruit for sale, jellies, sauces and
juices as they become available. Each event is
scheduled around our chicken processing, so you will
have the opportunity to purchase fresh organic
chicken.
These events should be educational and fun. We will
offer tours of the orchards and gardens, and you
will also have the opportunity to walk into the high
tunnels and see the fruit growing under plastic. The
packing house and commercial kitchen will also be
open for tours. For those of you interested in meat
production we will have walking tours in the
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orchards specifically to see the portable animal
shelters with the pigs, chickens, ducks and geese
hard at work in the orchards.
The purpose of these events is to give you the
opportunity to buy directly from us and to give you
the chance to see how our food is produced. We
encourage you to bring the whole family but we have
to remind you that this is a working farm. We do
not have playgrounds, petting zoos, or day care. If
you bring children you will be expected to keep
them with you at all times.
Event Schedule
July 14
August 25
September 15
October 27

Family Update
Jackie and I took a little trip to Pennsylvania last
month to visit the Rodale Institute. This is the
experimental Organic Farm that the Producers of
the magazines ‘Organic Gardening’ and ‘New Farm’
set up decades ago. The Institute has several
hundred acres of organic production and is famous
for having the longest on-going demonstration of
organic farming practices ever recorded.

The Rodale Institute has an on-sight farm store and
offers classes and special events. Jackie and I
attended classes on brewing compost teas and
microscope analysis of the teas. We had a couple of
days of intensive study from Dr. Elaine Ingham, one
of the leading researchers in soil improvement
through the use of compost. Nothin else new with
Jackie and I.
The big news is our youngest daughter Missy just
graduated with Bachelor of Arts degree from the
University of Wisconsin Stout. She spent five years
working on a major in visual arts with a minor in
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photography. What kind of a job do you think that
will get her in this economy? You probably guessed
it, picking fruit on Hoch Orchard and Gardens.
Missy will be joining our staff next month. She is
planning to work a season on the farm while she
looks into graduate schools. We are happy to have
her back!

Grandma Hoch, also known as ‘Jackie Senior’ spent
Mothers day on the farm with us last Sunday. She
had to check on the chickens, the fruit trees, and
berries. She also spent quite a while in the pen with
the piggies scratching their ears and watching them
race around playing in the sunshine.

Grandma doesn’t work on the farm anymore, but I
did get her on her hands and knees in tunnel two to
pick some early strawberries. She is still just as
particular as ever, if the berries don’t have a full
red color they stayed in the patch. We picked a
couple of pints, but I think more went in the mouth
than in the boxes. Grandma lives at the Hearten
House Memory Care Center in LaCrosse now, but we
try to get her to the orchard for regular visits
when the weather is nice. Hopefully this summer we
will have three generations of Hochs on the farm
again.
I will try to write again soon,
Harry

